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Developed from the earlier Belknap (CS 2500) class, the Dahlgren was an improvement in 

almost every respect: larger, faster and better armed/protected.  It also entered service at 

a time of decreasing tensions with traditional rivals (the Klingon & Romulan empires), which 

underscored a fundamental shift in the astro-political landscape overall.  Like Belknap, 

Dahlgren was built as a more combat capable counterpart to the Enterprise class Heavy 

Cruiser.   

 

From the time of the Four Years War, Starfleet had trouble fielding a dedicated heavy com-

bat cruiser.  The Constitution class served in this capacity for a period until the Kearsarge, 

Surya and Coventry classes all reached sufficient production levels.  However those were 

smaller, more specialized classes which naturally lacked the size, power and endurance of 

a larger cruiser. 

 

Moving forward, continued delays in the infamous Perimeter Action Ship program as well as  

continued hostilities with the Klingons, Romulans and now the Kzinti necessitated a re-

sponse.  At the dawn of the linear warp era, Starfleet was also looking for a more cost/

resource effective solution to the Achernar (Constitution MK III) class heavy cruiser.  After 

producing the prototype strike cruiser Decatur (CS 2500) and putting the vessel though ex-

tensive evaluations from 2267 to 2271, design and technical changes were made and re-

sulted in the more familiar Belknap class as it came to be known.   Aside from Decatur and 

Belknap, 26 further examples were produced in two build groups (of 13 vessels each) be-

tween 2276 and 2284.  A tri-nacelle variant, known as the Ascension class was spun off as 

part of Starfleet‟s Dreadnought program beginning in 2283. 

 

Intelligence gleamed from Project Grey Ghost in 2287 regarding the Romulan Imperial 

Navy, the launch of the D-10/’Riskadh’ class by the Klingon Defense Force the following 

year and the introduction of the Gorn Navy‟s massive BH-62 class in serious numbers under-

scored the continued need for large, heavily armed ships in Starfleet‟s inventory.  To sup-

port the Dreadnought program as well as current cruiser classes then in service, Starfleet di-

rected the ASDB to submit plans for updated versions of both Belknap and Ascension.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The modified version of Belknap, known as the Dahlgren class, featured a redesigned, more 

angular secondary hull, an extended torpedo bay housing and an enlarged/‟stretched‟ 

connecting dorsal between that and the primary hull.  Internally, a redesigned hangar 

deck permitted a larger fighter loadout, the reduction/elimination of some cargo handling 

& storage facilities gave way to expanded Marine accommodations and a completely re-

designed medical bay was sure to enhance the survivability rate among the ship‟s compli-

ment when on extended operation in hostile areas. 

 

Technically, Dahlgren’s armament received the most attention.  Type VIII Phasers were in-

stalled in place of Belknap’s Type VII‟s, with 8 banks and 2 single emitters installed.  This was 

also one of the few starship classes of this era to feature high density armor plating in its 

construction.  Advanced LN-68 series warp engines—highly modified variants of the LN-64—

were included to provide needed power and speed boosts, also to help the Dahlgren 

keep up with the upcoming Midway class carrier (which had a projected cruising speed of 

warp 8) as well.  

 

The Dahlgren class entered service in 2290 with an initial production run of 18 vessels author-

ized.  A second run was authorized in 2293, with a stipulation that these vessels begin to re-

place those of the Belknap class no later than 2295.  Like the Belknap, these ships spent the 

majority of their service lives stationed in border and frontier areas and along with various 

frigate classes, also played key roles in the Federation‟s continued expansion—providing 

needed security and escort duties for supply convoys as well as starbase construction de-

tails. 

 

Along with several Midway class carriers and numerous other vessels, the Dahlgren (CS 

2567), Glenn L. Martin (CS 2569) and Crusader (CS 2572) participated in the operation to 

evacuate the Klingon home systems in 2292 following the explosion of the moon Praxis and 

the signing of the Khitomer Accords. 

 

 

 



While ships of the related Conquest class were formally retired by 2340, the Dahlgren class 

remained in front line service until 2352 at which time the Korolev (CH 41050) class Heavy 

Cruiser became available in numbers.  Along with the Midway class (which remained in 

front line service until 2360), Dahlgren class vessels served in general support capacities until  

the late 2370‟s—occupying a key role as Starfleet struggled to rebuild in the aftermath of 

the Dominion War.  All ships of the class were formally retired in 2379. 
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Beam 

Height 

Decks 

 

Mass 

 

Compliment 

Dahlgren 

Strike Cruiser 

 

2290-2379 

0 

 

290m 

142m 

66m 

23 

 

187,000 metric tons 

 

468 

Armament 

 

 

 

 

 

Defense Systems 

8 Type VIII Phaser Banks 

2 Type VIII Phaser Emitters  

2 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 

 

 

 

Standard Deflector Shield System, total capacity 869,700 TerraJoules 

Standard Duranium Double Hull, plus 2cm High Density Armor   





Editor’s Annotations 
 

 

Presumably named for US Medal of Honor recipient Edward C. Dahlgren (1916-2006), I found this along with the related  Conquest class while browsing through David Schmidt‟s Starfleet 

Dynamics.  The two designs are extremely similar to the Belknap/Ascension, but in my opinion, have a more aggressive look which is more befitting of a strike cruiser or dreadnought.  

With that in mind, I decided to make Dahlgren an entirely separate class, bulk up the specs and position it as sort of a „transitionary companion‟ that would not only make a suitable 

companion to the Midway class, but also provide a solid bridge between the Enterprise, Miranda and Excelsior and then the classes that would follow after the turn of the century. 
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